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abstract

This study investigates the northward and northwestward propagation of 30-60 day oscillation over the western North Pacific (WNP) at upper and low levels with a three-dimensional streamfunction tendency equation. In the tropical WNP, the surface frictional effect associated with the cyclonic circulation enhances the low-level convergence at the cyclonic vorticity center to the northwest of the convection, causing the 30-60 day convection to develop northwestward. The vorticity advection induces the 30-60 day circulation at upper and low levels to propagate northwestward with a baroclinic structure. The combined effect of surface frictional-diabatic heating and vorticity advection causes the 30-60 day convection and circulation to develop and propagate simultaneously northwestward. After the convection fully develops, increased static stability associated with adiabatic cooling, reduced solar radiation due to the cloud-radiation effect, and negative land-surface feedbacks on moisture availability restrict any further development of the 30-60 day convection.

A wave train emanating from the South China Sea/western North Pacific (SCS/WNP) into the extratropical North Pacific is well established 15-days after the convection reached maximum intensity over the SCS/WNP. The main process and mechanisms responsible for the northwestward propagation of this 30-60 day oscillation in the extratropical WNP is similar to the process proposed for the tropical WNP except that in the mid-latitudes where the coriolis parameter becomes large, the influence of upper-level vorticity advection extends down to the low levels.
1. Introduction

The onset of the Asian Summer Monsoon is characterized by an abrupt change in large-scale circulation and the sudden enhancement of heavy precipitation. Other than the seasonal cycle, Intraseasonal Oscillation (ISO) has been suggested to play an important role in the abrupt changes of the Indian and Asian Summer Monsoon (e.g., Yasunari 1981; Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam 1982; Lau and Chan 1986; Chen and Chen 1995). To improve seasonal forecast of the heavy precipitation associated with the monsoon, one may need to understand the characteristics and mechanisms responsible for the development and propagation of the ISO. However, the propagation of ISO is somewhat complicated during the summer. Examining the 40-50 day oscillation of divergent circulation during the summer of 1979, Krishnamurti et al. (1985) noted that the divergent center over the Indian Ocean propagated northward. Based on the one-point correlation pattern, Lau and Chan (1986) found that in the boreal summer, OLR (Outgoing Longwave Radiation) anomalies propagate eastward and northward simultaneously in the Indian Ocean. Over the western North Pacific (WNP) and South China Sea (SCS), northward and northwestward propagation are found (Lau and Chan 1986; Chen and Murakami 1988).

Why does the 30-60 day oscillation change the direction of propagation over the Asian Monsoon prevailing region from winter to summer? Several numerical and observational studies on the atmospheric internal dynamics and land-air-sea interaction have been made to address this question (e.g., Webster 1983a; Goswami and Shukla 1984; Kawamura et al. 1996; Chen at al. 2000). Using a zonal symmetric non-linear two layer model containing a mixed layer ocean and a surface scheme model, Webster (1983a) found that the northward propagation of ISO in the Indian Monsoon region can exist in the model only when a full hydrology cycle is considered. Contrary to Webster's numerical experiments, the numerical simulation performed by Ferranti et al. (1999) showed that the northward propagation of ISO in the Indian Monsoon region could be...
simulated with or without land-atmosphere interactions. Ferranti et al. (1999) suggested that the northward propagation is primarily related to internal atmospheric dynamics.

Wang and Xie (1997) emphasized the role of moist static energy on the emanation and development of westward propagating Rossby waves over the Western Pacific (WP). Their numerical experiments revealed that the eastward propagating Kelvin-Rossby wave packet is disintegrated in the central eastern Pacific due to the reduction of moisture availability along with the mean sinking motion in the central eastern Pacific. When the decaying waves approach the western North Pacific, the high moist static energy supply and mean upward motion of this region further favors the emanation of the westward propagating Rossby waves. As the westward propagating Rossby waves reach Asian landmass, the numerical study by Wang and Xie (1997) is significantly different from the observation study by Hsu and Weng (2001). In the former numerical study, the Rossby waves continually intensify and propagate westward in the South Asian Monsoon region. In the later observational study, the OLR anomalies weaken due to the lack of moisture supply from the ocean.

Surface moisture convergence to the north of convection has recently been proposed as an important factor to the northward movement of ISO. (Kemball-Cook and Wang 2001; Hsu and Weng 2001; Lawrence and Webster 2002). Kemball-Cook and Wang (2001) attributed this surface moisture convergence to the air-sea interaction. They found that in the subsidence region north of convection, the downward shortwave radiation increases and the latent heat flux decreases, causing the increase in sea surface temperature. As skin temperature increases, low pressure is induced and moisture is converged into the low pressure north of the convection. Lawrence and Webster (2002) suggested that this surface moisture convergence is induced by surface frictional convergence into the low pressure center embedded in a Rossby wave north of the deep convection. Jiang et al. (2004) provided a different interpretation of surface moisture convergence. They proposed that
the generation of barotropic vorticity in the free atmosphere causes moisture convergence in the planetary boundary layer.

Although recent studies have emphasized the importance of surface moisture convergence to the northward propagation in the Indian Monsoon and Western Pacific regions, the relative importance of dry dynamic forcing and diabatic heating effect to the northward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation are still in debate. Most studies emphasize the propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation south of 20°N, but fewer attempts have been made to explain the propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation in the western Pacific north of 20°N. Kawamura et al. (1996) found that the tropical ISO may develop or propagate into the mid-latitude WNP. However, the mechanisms responsible for the propagation of this wave train after it is formed are not interpreted in their study. This study attempts to investigate and explain the development and propagation of ISO as they approach East Asia from the tropical and extratropical WNP. The ISO propagating northward from 20°N is particularly interesting in this study due to their relationship with the northward propagation of monsoon rainfall in East Asia (e.g., Chen and Chen 1995). The development and propagation of 30-60 day oscillation is investigated by a three-dimensional streamfunction tendency equation. Streamfunction tendency is chosen as the diagnostic tool because it directly reflects the propagation and development of wave systems in the tropics and extratropics and because it can estimate the relative importance of adiabatic and diabatic forcing mechanisms.

2. Data and analysis procedure

2.1 Data and filtering

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) / National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996) and daily OLR analyzed from the Climate Diagnostic Center (Liebmann and Smith 1996) from 1979 to 1998 are used to examine circulation and convection, respectively. Both data sets are archived on a $2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$ latitude-longitude grid. The other data sets adopted in this study are weekly Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from 1982 to 1998 produced by the NCEP/NCAR (Reynolds and Smith 1994). To extract the ISO signal, SST weekly data were linearly interpolated into daily data.

As the season changes from winter to summer, the ISO signal weakens. The oscillation period of ISO changes irregularly. To isolate the ISO signal from the original data, an orthonormal wavelet transform developed by Daubechies (1988) which has the capability of localizing signals both in time and frequency simultaneously, is adopted to extract the 30-60 day oscillation from the original data. The horizontal distribution of OLR variances due to 30-60 day oscillation averaged from May to July for climatology (1979-1998) is depicted in Fig. 1. There are three regions of high variance concentrated over the Indian Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, and the SCS/WNP (Fig. 1). The maximum variance of the 30-60 day OLR in East Asia occurs in the SCS.

### 2.2 Lag-regression and phase compositing technique

After filtering, regression analysis and phase compositing are applied in this study to investigate the convection and circulation of the 30-60 day oscillation during the northward/northwestward propagation. Regression analysis is chosen as an analysis tool because it can objectively identify the development and propagation of wave system. However, the nonlinear part of development and propagation may be masked by the linear regression analysis. For this reason, compositing technique is used as a complementary method of studying the propagation of ISO.
The index used for lagged regressions is constructed from the time series of an area-averaged 30-60 day OLR at SCS (110-120°E, 7.5-17.5°N) where the maximum variance of the 30-60 day OLR occurs in East Asia. Based on the same index used in lag-regression, the life cycle of the 30-60 day oscillation is composed by a phase compositing technique similar to that of Hendon and Salby (1994). Each life cycle of the 30-60 day oscillation is divided into nine different phases. Phase 0 represents the time when the index reaches minimum value, i.e. when the strongest convection occurs over the SCS. In contrast, phases -4 and +4 indicate the nearest maxima before and after phase 0, respectively. Phases -2 and +2 are the zero crossing time of 30-60 day OLR oscillation before and after phase 0. Phases -3, -1, +1, and +3 are the median values between phases -4, -2, 0, +2, and +4, respectively. To avoid ambiguous signals, only those years that have at least one ISO peak amplitude greater than the climatological standard deviation are adopted for lagged regressions and phase compositing.

3. Streamfunction tendency equation

3.1. Formulation of streamfunction tendency equation

Charney (1963) performed a scale analysis to investigate the large-scale motion in the tropics under the adiabatic conditions. Interestingly, he found that in the tropics, the fluctuation of pressure and temperature for the planetary-scale waves is one order of magnitude larger than that of synoptic-scale waves. If the diabatic heating rate does not exceed 5°C/day, following the scale analysis by Charney (1963) and Webster (1983b), the vorticity and thermodynamic equation in isobaric coordinates for the planetary-scale waves over the entire globe can be expressed as:

$$
\left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \vec{V} \cdot \nabla \right) (\zeta + f) + f \ nabla \cdot \vec{V} = 0
$$

(1)
\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = -\vec{V} \cdot \nabla T + \left( \frac{\sigma P}{R} \right) \omega + \frac{\dot{q}}{c_p} \tag{2} \]

where \( \vec{V} \) is horizontal wind vector; \( \zeta \) is the relative vorticity; \( f \) is the coriolis parameter; \( T \) is the temperature; \( P \) is the pressure; \( c_p \) is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure; \( R \) is the dry air gas constant; \( \omega \) is the vertical motion in isobaric surface; \( \nabla \) is the horizontal del operator on an isobaric surface; \( q \) is the diabatic heating rate; and \( \sigma = \frac{RT \partial \theta}{\partial P} \) is the static stability.

A three-dimensional streamfunction for the planetary-scale waves over the entire globe can be obtained by first representing the vorticity tendency, divergence in Eq. (1), and temperature tendency in Eq. (2) as streamfunction tendency, \( \omega \), and height tendency, respectively.

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \nabla^2 \psi \right) + \vec{V} \cdot \nabla (\zeta + f) = f \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial P} \tag{3} \]

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial P} \right) + \frac{R}{P} \vec{V} \cdot \nabla T + \sigma \omega = - \frac{R}{P} \frac{\dot{q}}{c_p} \tag{4} \]

where \( \psi \) is streamfunction and \( \phi \) is the geopotential height.

Eliminating the \( \omega \) term in Eqs. (3) and (4), and rewriting the geopotential height tendency in Eq. (4) as the streamfunction tendency by quasi-geostrophic assumption, a three-dimensional streamfunction for the planetary-scale waves over the entire globe can be derived as:

\[ \left[ \nabla^2 + \frac{f^2}{\sigma \partial P^2} \right] \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial t} = \]

\[ -\vec{V} \cdot \nabla (\nabla^2 \psi + f) - \frac{fR \partial}{\sigma \partial P} \left( \frac{-\vec{V} \cdot \nabla T}{P} \right) - \frac{f \omega \sigma}{\partial P} \frac{R \dot{q}}{c_p \partial P} \]
Term (A) of Eq. (5) is the Laplacian of the streamfunction tendency. The forcing terms (B), (C), (D), and (E) are vorticity advection, differential thermal advection, differential heating, and vertical advection of static stability, respectively.

3.2 Height tendency calculations

To diagnose the vorticity tendency, the right-hand side forcing mechanisms of Eq. (5) are calculated using NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data. The use of actual rather than geostrophic winds allows Eq. (5) to include both the rotational and divergent components of the winds. Diabatic heating is estimated from the thermodynamic energy equation. The pattern of diabatic heating calculated from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data captures the gross features of the 30-60 day precipitation (not shown) in agreement with the wintertime results of Newman et al. (2000). Then, Eq. (5) is solved using the successive overrelaxation method (Tsou et al., 1987) with zero streamfunction tendencies at lateral, upper, and lower boundaries. The upper boundary is 100 mb, while the lower boundary is the first pressure level below the surface at each grid point. The vorticity tendencies are diagnosed at 24-hour intervals.

4. Characteristics of northward propagation and development of the 30-60 day oscillation

The propagation of 30-60 day oscillation is investigated by the lag-regression analysis. The positive lagged day indicates that the 30-60 day OLR at SCS proceeds the 30-60 day OLR of other regions. Figure 2 depicts the horizontal distribution of the lag regression coefficient between the index (30-60 day OLR at SCS) and the 30-60 day OLR, the 30-60 day vorticity, and SST over the globe. For convenience, we change the
sign of the index and OLR fields for lag-regression so that a positive correlation between the index and vorticity (SST) indicates convection associated with cyclonic vorticity (warm SST). The eastward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillations from the Indian Ocean to the Western Pacific prior to lag 0 day (not shown) has been thoroughly discussed in many studies (e.g., Hendon and Salby 1994). The present analysis would focus on the subsequent northward propagation.

At lag 0 day, a 30-60 day wave train, which may be generated by the mechanism proposed by Wang and Xie (1997), appears in the region from the equatorial Western Pacific to East Asia (Fig. 2a). The strongest 30-60 day convection extends from the SCS to the Western Pacific with a dry belt on its north and south sides (Fig. 2a). The center of cyclonic and anticyclonic vorticity is located on the northwest side of this strongest convection over the SCS/WNP and dry belt, respectively (Fig. 2a). This feature is similar to that in the theoretical study of Gill (1980). Such pattern distribution may be favorable to the subsequent northwestward development and propagation of the 30-60 day convection. During lag 0 day to lag 5 days (Figs. 2a and 2b), the 30-60 day convection over the SCS/WNP propagates northwestward but weakens after they reach maximum intensity over the SCS/WNP at lag 0 day (Fig. 2a). As the vorticity center reaches the land surface on lag 10 days, it dramatically weakens. This dissipation of vorticity is associated with the dissipation of convection (Fig. 2c). This feature is consistent with the observational study of Hsu and Weng (2001). The enhanced convection and cyclonic circulation over the SCS/WNP at lag 0 day is entirely alternated by the dry belt and anticyclonic circulation by lag +15 days (Fig. 2d). Region of positive OLR correlation appears in the Northwest Pacific south of Japan, while negative OLR correlation occurs in the SCS/WP (Fig. 2d). The wave structure at lag 15 days is similar to the wave structure at lag 0 day, but with the opposite sign.

The cloud-radiation feedback represents in Figs. 2e-h is consistent with the
observational study of MJO (Madden Julian Oscillation) by Lau and Sui (1997). 5-days after the enhanced convection occurs over the SCS/WNP, cool SST appears over most of the convection area at lag 5 days (Fig. 2f), while warm SST occurs north of the enhanced convection area where the dry belt appears (Fig. 2f). Although the warm ocean surface to the northeast of the original convection in the Northwestern Pacific may favor the subsequent development of cyclonic circulation and convection, the 30-60 day convection does not develop in this warm ocean region where the dry belt appeared (Fig. 2f). Instead the 30-60 day vorticity and convection redevelop in the North Pacific Ocean east of Japan at lag +5 days (Fig. 2f). During lag 5 to lag 15 days, the newly developed convection and vorticity enhance and propagate northwestward. As the new convection and vorticity enhance and propagate northwestward to the south of Japan at lag +15 days, the SST in the extratropical WNP cools down (Fig. 2h). In the extratropical WNP, the ocean may play a passive role in the development of the 30-60 day oscillation.

Figure 3 shows the lag regression coefficients between the 30-60 day OLR and the 30-60 day 200-hPa vorticity and 850-hPa vorticity at lag 15 day. It is interesting to note that a wave train emanating from the SCS into the extra-tropical North Pacific is well established at lag 15 days (Fig. 3). This indicates that the tropical ISO develops and propagates into the extratropical WNP 15-days after the original convection reaches maximum intensity over the SCS/WNP (Fig. 3). Such a feature is consistent with the results of Kawamura et al. (1996). Over the SCS, this wave is highly baroclinic (Fig. 3) with anticyclonic circulation at 850 hPa and cyclonic circulation at 200 hPa. At the central North Pacific, the wave processes an equivalent barotropic structure. As the extratropical wave propagates westward from the central North Pacific to the East Coast of Asia, the vertical structure of this wave gradually tilts westward with height.
5. Vorticity tendency diagnoses

5.1 Relative importance of adiabatic and diabatic forcings

The 30-60 day vorticity tendencies are diagnosed by computing the three-dimensional streamfunction tendency from Eq. (5). The vorticity tendencies are obtained through the relationship between streamfunction and vorticity. Figure 4 shows the lag regression between the 30-60 day OLR index and the 30-60 day OLR, and the vorticity tendencies due to vorticity advection, diabatic heating and the static stability effect. In the present study, the effect of temperature advection appears small (not shown). For simplicity, it is neglected in the following discussion.

At lag 0 day, as the 30-60 day convection over the SCS reaches maximum intensity (Fig. 4a), the vorticity advection induces cyclonic and anticyclonic vorticity to the northwest of the convection and dry belt located between SCS and the equatorial western Pacific, respectively. Its main effect is to lead this convection and dry belt to propagate northwestward. The development of the 30-60 day convection is primarily maintained by diabatic heating, which contributes cyclonic and anticyclonic vorticity at the center of the convection and dry belt, respectively (Fig. 4e). The combined effect of vorticity advection and diabatic heating generates cyclonic vorticity on and ahead (northwest) of the 30-60 day convection and anticyclonic vorticity behind (southeast). This situation might favor the convection and cyclonic circulation to develop and propagate northwestward. The cyclonic circulation and convection propagate northwestward during lag 0 day to lag 5 days.

The effect of vertical advection of static stability generally opposes the effect of diabatic heating (Fig. 4i). Over the SCS/WNP where the cyclonic vorticity and convection reaches maximum intensity, the effect of diabatic heating is largely compensated by the vertical advection of static stability associated with the strong
upward motion (Fig. 4i). In addition, the decrease of solar radiation associated with the cloud-radiation effect also cancels the effect of latent heating. During lag 0 day to lag 5 days, the effect of vorticity advection and diabatic heating decreases (Figs. 4b and 4f). The decreasing of vorticity advection and diabatic heating in turn weaken the cyclonic circulation and convection. By lag 15 day, the original cyclonic circulation and convection dissipate as they reach the Asian landmass (Fig. 4d), while the anticyclonic circulation and dry belt quickly develop and propagate to the SCS/WNP. The static stability effect associated with the adiabatic cooling, the decrease of solar radiation due to the cloud-radiation effect (e.g., Lau and Sui, 1997), and land surface depletion of the moisture supply (Hsu and Weng, 2001) prevent unlimited growth of the 30-60 day oscillation.

While the original tropical convection belt weakens and dissipates, the 30-60 day vorticity and convection redevelop in the extratropical WNP east of Japan (140°-160°E) at lag 5 days (Fig. 4b). It is interesting to note that 30-60 day convection does not develop north of the convection belt where the dry belt and warm SST appear. Investigating the vorticity tendency fields, we find that the diabatic heating induces a negative vorticity tendency north of the convection where the dry belt and warm SST occur (Fig. 4e). On the other hand, prior to the occurrence of convection at lag 5 days, vorticity advection induces the low-level cyclonic vorticity over the region east of Japan (140°-160°E) at lag 0 day (Fig. 4a). For planetary-scale waves in mid-latitude (f is large), both the low-level and upper-level vorticity advection might impact the vorticity tendency at low levels. This indicates that the establishment of the low-level cyclonic vorticity in the extratropical WNP might be partially contributed by the upper-level cyclonic vorticity advection. The influence of vorticity advection and diabatic heating at different altitude is investigated in the next section 5.2.

Similar to the northwestward propagation and development of the 30-60 day
oscillation over the SCS, the subsequent northwestward propagation of the new convection in the extratropical WNP is induced by the vorticity advection. It generates cyclonic vorticity to the northwest, and anticyclonic vorticity to the east, of the newly developed convection (Fig. 4c). Diabatic heating plays a dominate role in the development and maintenance of the low-level cyclonic vorticity by generating the low-level cyclonic vorticity at the center of the convection (Fig. 4g). The combined effect of vorticity advection and diabatic heating leads the convection to propagate and develop northwestward. During the next 5 days, the newly developed cyclonic vorticity and convection pair enhance and propagate northwestward to the south of Japan (Fig. 4d).

Again, the effect of static stability generally opposes the diabatic heating effects (Fig. 4k). This indicates that once the cyclonic circulation is established, the static stability effect associated with the adiabatic cooling inhibits the development of cyclonic circulation. The static stability effect associated with adiabatic cooling (upward motion) or warming (downward motion) inhibits the northwestward propagation or development of cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation in the tropical and extratropical WNP. This feature is similar to the development of mid-latitude cyclones and blocking anticyclones as diagnosed by Tsou et al. (1987) and Tsou and Smith (1990). However, in the case of mid-latitude cyclones and blocking anticyclones in winter, the effect of the static stability is to compensate for the major contribution of vorticity and thermal advection. In the present study, the effect of static stability is to compensate for the effect of diabatic heating.

5.2 Northwestward propagation at upper levels

The time evolution of the 30-60 day oscillation and vorticity tendencies in the
composite study (not shown) is similar to the results of lag-regression analysis (Section 4). Therefore, it is omitted from this section. Instead, we emphasize the vertical structure of 30-60 day oscillation. Figure 5 shows the composite vorticity fields and vorticity tendencies due to vorticity advection and diabatic heating at 200 hPa and 850 hPa at phase 0. As depicted in the lag-regression analysis, the wave train structure from the tropical WNP to SCS at 850 hPa and 200 hPa are in opposite phase (Figs. 5a and 5b). Vorticity advection over the SCS induces cyclonic vorticity to the northwest of cyclonic vorticity center at 850 hPa and anticyclonic vorticity to the northwest of anticyclonic vorticity center at 200 hPa (Figs. 5a and 5b). This indicates that the wave train at the low and upper levels would propagate northwestward with a baroclinic wave structure. Diabatic heating contributes to the development and maintenance of the 30-60 day convection by generating deep-layer cyclonic vorticity over the SCS where the strongest convection occurs (Figs. 5c and 5d).

The wave train at the upper and low levels can also be identified in the vertical-meridional cross section along 120-140°E (Fig. 6a). In addition, a local meridional circulation is accompanied by the 30-60 day oscillation with strong upward motion at SCS/WNP and downward motion at northwest and southeast of the convection (Fig. 6a). Vorticity advection generates cyclonic vorticity to the north of the precipitation belt (15°N) at the low levels, but induces anticyclonic vorticity at the upper levels, causing the 30-60 day wave train and the local meridional circulation to propagated northwestward. Diabatic heating induces deep-layer cyclonic vorticity over the SCS where the strongest convection occurs (Fig. 6b) and generates deep-layer anticyclonic vorticity to the north of precipitation belt where the subsidence occurred. Diabatic heating plays an important role in the development and maintenance of the 30-60 day convection and the local meridional circulation.

Figure 7 depicts the zonal-vertical cross-section of the 30-60 day vorticity and the
vorticity tendency contributed by the vorticity advection and diabatic heating at 30ºN north over the North Pacific at phase 4. Similar to the tropical ISO, this northwestward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation at 30ºN north is also contributed by the vorticity advection. However, the vertical structure of the 30-60 day oscillation over the SCS and extratropical WP are significantly different (compare Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a). At 30-35ºN, where the coriolis parameter becomes large, the influence of upper-level vorticity advection extends down to the low levels (Fig. 7a). It is suggested that the upper-level circulation might play an important role on the establishment of the low-level cyclonic circulation in the extratropical WNP. East of 140 ºE, the vorticity tendency induced by vorticity advection is almost identical at the upper and low levels. The wave processes an equivalent barotropic feature (Fig. 7a). West of 140 ºE, the vorticity tendency induced by vorticity advection tilts and increases westward with height (Fig. 7a). Thus, the 30-60 day circulation moves faster at the upper levels than at the low levels. The 30-60 day waves gradually tilt with height as they propagate westward from the central North Pacific to the east coast of Asia.

5.3 The vorticity advection by rotational and divergent winds

According to the previous analysis (Section 5.1 and 5.2), the northwestward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation is mainly caused by the vorticity advection. To investigate the relative importance of vorticity advection by rotational winds and divergent winds, we divide the wind fields into rotational and divergent winds. Figures 8 and 9 depict the composite horizontal distribution of these two wind components superimpose on the vorticity fields; and their relative contribution to the vorticity advection at phase 0 as the convection over the SCS reaches maximum intensity.
Apparently, at phase 0, rotational and divergent winds are comparable at 1000 hPa (Figs. 8a and 8b). Since the rotational winds are generally parallel to the vorticity fields, their main effect is to advect the planetary-scale vorticity at upper and low levels.

In the equatorial region, the low-level convergence to the east of MJO is attributed to the convergence of easterlies and westerly (Hendon and Salby, 1994). However, at latitudes between 10-20° N, the 30-60 day divergent winds mainly converge in the north-south direction (Fig. 8b). These winds converge into the center of cyclonic vorticity ahead (northwest) of the deep convection (Fig. 8b). This finding is in agreement with the recent study by Lawrence and Webster (2002). Such a feature implies that the surface frictional convergence associated with the cyclonic vorticity to the northwest of the convection provides favorable conditions for the 30-60 day convection to develop northwestward. Meanwhile, the divergent and rotational winds advect cyclonic vorticity to the northwest of the cyclonic circulation (Figs. 9a and 9b), causing the cyclonic circulation to propagate northwestward. Thus, the surface frictional effect associated with the cyclonic circulation enhances the low-level convergence at the cyclonic vorticity center to the northwest of the convection, causing the 30-60 day convection to develop northwestward. At the same time, the cyclonic vorticity advection ahead of the cyclonic vorticity center at the low-level leads the low-level cyclonic vorticity to propagate northwestward. The low-level cyclonic center shifts to the northwest of the convection as the circulation and convection propagate northwestward simultaneously.

The importance of divergent winds is confined to the surface. At 850 hPa, vorticity advection by the rotational winds is larger than that by the divergent winds (Figs. 9b and 9d). Thus, the upper-level vorticity advection is mainly contributed by the rotational winds.
6. Summary and discussion

The physical mechanisms responsible for the northwestward and northward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation in the Asian Monsoon region are still in debate (e.g., Webster 1983a; Ferranti et al. 1999). A three-dimensional streamfunction equation applicable to the planetary-scale waves is derived from the scale analysis study by Charney (1963) to investigate the mechanisms responsible for the northward development and propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation in the WNP. The vorticity tendency is obtained through the relationship between streamfunction and vorticity.

The role of each forcing mechanisms on the northwestward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation in the tropical WNP is illustrated in Fig. 10. In the beginning of northwestward propagation, a Rossby wave train, which may be generated by the mechanism proposed by Wang and Xie (1997), appears at upper and low levels with opposite phase (Fig. 10a). The vorticity advection contributes cyclonic (anticyclonic) vorticity to the northwestward of the 30-60 day cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation at the low (upper) levels (Fig. 10a), leading the 30-60 day circulation at both levels to propagate northwestward with a baroclinic structure (Fig. 10b). Meanwhile, the surface frictional convergence at the center of the cyclonic circulation to the northwest of the 30-60 day convection induces the convection to develop and propagate northwestward (Fig. 10b) in consistent with the recent study by Lawrence and Webster (2002). It is interesting to note that surface frictional convergence alone is not sufficient to interpret the propagation of the 30-60 day circulation at the upper and low levels. The combined effects of vorticity advection and surface frictional-diabatic heating causes the 30-60 day convection and circulation pair to simultaneously develop and propagate northwestward on the warm ocean surface. Both internal and external forcing play an important role on the northward development and propagation of the 30-60 day.

Diabatic heating plays a dominate role on the development and maintenance of the
low-level cyclonic vorticity by generating cyclonic vorticity at the center of the convection (Figs. 10a and 10b). Once the convection fully develops (Fig. 10b), the static stability effect associated with adiabatic cooling (Tsou et al., 1987), the decrease of solar radiation due to the cloud-radiation effects (Lau and Sui 1997), and the depletion of moisture supply by land-surfaces (Hsu and Weng 2001) prevent any further development of the 30-60 day oscillation (Fig. 10c).

A 30-60 day wave train appears in the region from SCS to the extratropical North Pacific 15-days after the convection reaches maximum intensity over the SCS. This feature is consistent with the observational results of Kawamura et al. (1996). The upper-level vorticity advection might play an important role on the establishment of the low-level cyclonic vorticity of this extratropical 30-60 day oscillation, while the ocean may play a passive role on the development of the 30-60 day oscillation in the extratropical WNP. Once the low-level cyclonic circulation and convection establish, they propagate northwestward to the South of Japan and enhance. The main processes and mechanisms responsible for the northwestward propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation in the extratropical WNP are similar to the process proposed for the tropical WNP (Fig. 10) except that in the extratropical North Pacific as the coriolis parameter becomes large; the influence of upper-level vorticity advection extends down to the low levels.

This study demonstrates the importance of internal and external forcing on the northward and northwestward development and propagation of the 30-60 day oscillation in the tropical and extratropical WNP. The ocean may play a passive role on the development of the 30-60 day oscillation in the extratropical WNP. In agreement with the suggestion by Kemball-Cook and Wang (2001), coupled models may be required to simulate adequately the northward propagation of ISO in the Asian monsoon region.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. May-July OLR variance distribution for climatology (1979-1998) due to 30-60 day oscillation.

Figure 2. Lag regression coefficients between the 30-60 day OLR at SCS (110°-120°E, 7.5°-17.5°N) and 30-60 day OLR (shaded) and 850-hPa vorticity (contoured) at lag (a) 0 day, (b) 5 day, (c) 10 day, and (d) 15 day. (e)-(h) same as (a)-(d), except contours for lag regression coefficients between the 30-60 day OLR at SCS and SST. Dark shades and solid lines indicate the positive regression coefficients, while light shades and dashed lines indicate the negative regression coefficients. The sign of OLR were changed for lag-regression. The regression coefficients that are significant at the 0.05 level are shaded or plotted. The box in (a) indicates the location of the index timeseries.

Figure 3. Lag regression coefficients between the 30-60 day OLR and the 30-60 day 200-hPa vorticity (top) and 850-hPa vorticity (bottom) at lag 15 day. The characters A and C indicate anticyclonic and cyclonic circulation, respectively.

Figure 4. Same as in Fig. 2 except contours for lag regression coefficients between the 30-60 day OLR at SCS and 850-hPa vorticity tendency due to vorticity advection (left), diabatic heating (middle), and static stability (right). The regression coefficients that are significant at the 0.05 level are shaded or plotted.

Figure 5. Composite maps of 30-60 day vorticity (shaded, 10^{-6}s^{-1}) and vorticity tendency (contoured, equivalent 24-h vorticity change in 10^{-7}s^{-1}) contributed by vorticity advection at (a) 200hPa, and (b) 850hPa at phase 0. (c, d) same as (a, b) except contours for vorticity tendency due to diabatic heating.

Figure 6. Meridional cross sections along 100°-120°E of the composite 30-60 day vorticity (shaded, 10^{-6}s^{-1}) and vorticity tendency (contoured, equivalent 24-h
vorticity change in $10^{-7}s^{-1}$) due to (a) vorticity advection, and (b) diabatic heating at phase 0.

Figure 7. Zonal cross section along 25°-35°N of the composite 30-60 day vorticity (shaded, $10^{-6}s^{-1}$) and vorticity tendency (contoured, equivalent 24-h vorticity change in $10^{-7}s^{-1}$) due to (a) vorticity advection and (b) diabatic heating. The character P indicates the maximum center of precipitation.

Figure 8. Composite maps of the 1000-hPa 30-60 day vorticity (shaded, $10^{-6}s^{-1}$) and (a) rotational wind (vector, ms$^{-1}$) and (b) divergent winds (vector, ms$^{-1}$) at phase 0.

Figure 9. Composite maps of the vorticity (shaded, $10^{-6}s^{-1}$) and vorticity advection by rotational winds (contoured, $10^{-12}s^{-2}$) at (a) 1000hPa, and (b) 850hPa at phase 0. (c, d) same as (a, b) except contours for vorticity advection by divergent winds. The character P indicates the maximum center of precipitation.

Figure 10. Schematic diagram illustrates the vertical structures and northwestward development and propagation of 30-60 day oscillation for (a) development, (b) mature, and (c) dissipation stages. The bold streamlines with characters A and C indicate anticyclonic and cyclonic circulations, respectively. Dark (light) arrows indicate positive (negative) vorticity advection due to V.A.V (vorticity advection). Dark (light) strips indicate positive (negative) vorticity advection due to D.B.H (diabatic heating) and S.S. (static stability effect). The symbols “x” indicate surface friction.
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